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Conference report – “The Secret Life of Students” 
(25 Mar 2019) 
 

Tom Pullman, Senior Divisional Manager, Colleges and Student Experience Division  

1 Loneliness/wellbeing survey results 

WonkHE commissioned Trendence UK to carry out some research on student wellbeing for them 

and they unveiled the results at the conference. Broadly, wellbeing is slightly lower among students 

than among 16-24-year-olds in general in the UK. Wellbeing is lower among disabled students and 

women, but higher among students who are involved in extracurricular activities of any kind. Mental 

health is one of the top three concerns of almost half of students – so is “making the most of time at 

university”. Further info here https://wonkhe.com/blogs/only-the-lonely-loneliness-student-

activities-and-mental-wellbeing/ and here https://wonkhe.com/wp-content/wonkhe-

uploads/2019/03/Only-the-lonely-8-Page_v2-003.pdf. 

2 Chris Skidmore – Universities Minister 

Described Government’s “3 STEP” acronym – “Student Transitions, Experience and Progression”. 

2.1 Transitions 
Emphasis on diversity of student needs, highlighting international students and care leavers and 

encouraging mentoring by higher year students. Hopes to see attention paid to transitions into 

second and third year (cited example of the University of the Creative Arts with its “Refreshers’ 

Week”) as well as into PG study. 

2.2 Experience 
Wants to see more inclusivity and support tailored to particular groups. Mentioned desire to see 

mental health provision out of term – perhaps more relevant to universities where more students 

are local? Wants to get rid of hidden costs and improve low student awareness of Student 

Protection Plans. 

2.3 Progression 
Highlighted the importance of empowering students to make career decisions that are right for 

them personally and “be the best they can be”, also of demonstrating in practice the values that we 

want them to emulate. 

2.4 Other topics 
Talked about problems with behaviour of landlords and hopes to see universities assisting students 

to navigate the private rented sector (cited Leeds University as a good example). Keen to make sure 

accommodation costs can be justified and “profits” are reinvested in students or local communities. 

https://wonkhe.com/blogs/only-the-lonely-loneliness-student-activities-and-mental-wellbeing/
https://wonkhe.com/blogs/only-the-lonely-loneliness-student-activities-and-mental-wellbeing/
https://wonkhe.com/wp-content/wonkhe-uploads/2019/03/Only-the-lonely-8-Page_v2-003.pdf
https://wonkhe.com/wp-content/wonkhe-uploads/2019/03/Only-the-lonely-8-Page_v2-003.pdf
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“Not convinced” that there is the “monoculture” in HE that Sam Gyimah claimed, in regard to free 

speech. 

On Augar, his words were “it’s all very well chasing Daily Mail headlines on fees” – but he is more 

interested in improving value for money by increasing provision of short courses and 

microcredentials for upskilling through life, in order to improve the fit between HE and skills needs in 

the labour market. 

He’s impressed by the roles Students’ Unions sometimes play in engaging with local communities 

and wonders if there could be opportunities for them to find additional funding for that from 

beyond their universities. 

3 Generation Z 

Two separate presenters, Meghan Grace (from the US, who drew a lot on the Varkey Global 

Citizenship Survey, https://www.varkeyfoundation.org/what-we-do/policy-research/generation-z-

global-citizenship-survey, as well as her own research) and Hannah Shrimpton (from IPSOS MORI). I 

have merged what they had to say. 

Generation Z – current ages 9-24. Will be in the HE system until 2032. Popular awareness of the 

distinction between this generation and Millennials (born 1980-1995) perhaps lacking. 

Factors that have shaped them: 

 Increased access to information – have never known a world without the internet – used to 

constant global connection 

 Have grown up against a background of budget cuts, so more financially conservative than 

previous generations 

 Disasters, tragedies, threats to personal safety are more directly visible and salient to them 

– perhaps actual, and perhaps just because of immediate and direct communication, e.g. 

videos circulating on social media within minutes vs newspaper reports days later 

 Greater equality and equity in society and greater range of identities people are proud to 

express. In the US they are the last generation which will be majority White. 

 The gig economy – “ideas a currency” – lots of self-employment and start-ups 

Their role models are those close to them – family, teachers, friends – the latter however they may 

only have met online. Highly visible figures e.g. celebrities are not role models for them. Comment 

from Meghan Grace: Universities may wish for their staff to be able to influence their students – 

those staff are of course very much like teachers – but can they also become more like family? 

However, it’s not all one way – a widely expressed aspiration among them is that they will influence 

their elders to be more accepting of diversity. 

Their dominant characteristics (drawn from the VIA Character Strengths Inventory and assessed via 

the Varkey survey) are integrity, tenacity, openness and care. Their motivations are relationships 

(not letting others down, and making a difference for others), passion (advocating for things they 

care about, and being part of something bigger) and achievement (opportunities for advancement, 

receiving credit). They are more active in community organisations and volunteering than previous 

generations were. 

They use the internet a huge amount – 10 years ago, 22% of young people’s time outside the 

classroom was spent online; now it’s 41%. Half of that is on “communication” activities, i.e. social 

https://www.varkeyfoundation.org/what-we-do/policy-research/generation-z-global-citizenship-survey
https://www.varkeyfoundation.org/what-we-do/policy-research/generation-z-global-citizenship-survey
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media. They are constantly “pinged”: how can we help them stay in the moment? But constant 

connection and multitasking is normal for them and we may need to adapt our expectations of e.g. 

behaviour in classrooms/meetings. Video connection (e.g. Skype) can sometimes substitute 

acceptably for in-person contact. The UK’s young people spend more time on the internet than 

those of any other developed country except for Chile. There is a correlation between high internet 

use and poor mental health/life satisfaction – and the UK’s young people have a low average score 

on the Warwick-Edinburgh Wellbeing Scale (Varkey survey again). 

They engage less in risky behaviours than previous generations (sex/drugs/crime) but not because 

their perceptions of the risks have increased – they have largely the same perceptions of the risks. 

On equality issues they are not particularly different from previous generations – all have moved in 

the same direction at the same time. The two exceptions to this are (1) the area of gender identity, 

where Generation Z are notably different from previous generations, with it being quite normal for 

them to know at least one person who is (e.g.) trans or non-binary, and they are in general less likely 

to buy products in gender-determined ways; and (2) they are notably more diverse in their self-

perceptions of sexual orientation. 

They are pessimistic about the future – especially in the West – but less so than their elders. 

4 Student Expectations 

4.1 Nick Hillman – HEPI 
Under ½ of new students realise rent is going to be their biggest cost. 

They expect friends and family to be told if they experience significant mental health issues. 

In his words, at university “you are taken apart as a person and put back together” – hence 

satisfaction of graduates always appears higher than satisfaction of students. 

We should be much better at saying where the money goes, and we need a deeper conversation on 

independent learning. 

4.2 Alex Bols – GuildHE 
Student representation – findings from his doctoral research: (1) typically student representation is 

perceived as less effective or powerful the lower down in the organisation you go; (2) very few 

students think the students in representative positions are actually representative. 

4.3 Sarah Barr Miller – UCAS 
Students get their first impressions of individual universities before 6th form. Visual marketing and 

online student reviews are very important. They are looking for “warts-and-all” messages from peers 

that will have personal meaning to them. We should reinforce the holistic purpose of HE – their 

second and third highest priorities from HE are meeting new people and building new skills. 
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5 Minding and Closing the Gaps 

In introductory remarks Jim Dickinson (WonkHE) noted that the same WP issues on the academic 

side are mirrored on the extra-curricular side. 

Session mainly related to institutions with large volumes of commuter or DL students. Head of 

Planning at Middlesex was proud of the way their students build multiple senses of belonging – both 

University and community – he thinks they’re better at that than most London universities. 

6 The Student Environment 

6.1 David Malcolm – NUS 
Main student complaint to the Augar Review was about housing costs – and emphasising that there 

was no point in increasing maintenance levels if costs simply rose to match. Claims that the average 

“profit” per university-owned bed space in 2016/17 was £856. Proposes that a mandatory 

institutional affordability strategy should form part of every institution’s Access and Participation 

Plan. 

6.2 Jenny Shaw – Unite Students 
Challenging and rethinking three student stereotypes: 

 Careerist student, just focused on the job at the end – actually they are typically seeking a 

level of financial security rather than a specific career (cf. financial conservatism above) 

 Activist student, protesting about favourite causes – actually they do continue to develop 

and nuance the beliefs they bring to University – at least they do in the “boarding-school 

model”, perhaps not in the commuter model. 

 Snowflake student – actually it’s a preference for strong bonds of trust with the people they 

interact with (cf. role models above). They say “we’re independent, but not adults”. 

6.3 Rachel Piper – Student Minds 
Developing wellbeing and resilience is good, but lowering risk factors is more important. 

Academics all feel that they have to deal with student mental health difficulties but have no training 

or reward for it. 

3 things make signposting to a support service effective: 1. Motivating the student; 2. Making sure 

they know what they can expect; 3. Making sure they know it will be effective. 

Staff should be clear about boundaries. 

Don’t shut down the student voice – e.g. telling them that a problem they raised has already been 

solved, and ending the conversation. 

New network recently launched – Student Mental Health Research Network (SMaRteN) – looking at 

question of what measures we should use. 
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7 Researching Students 

7.1 Liz Austen – Sheffield Hallam 
Advocating standalone qualitative research to counteract biases that are introduced by privileging 

certain methodologies (e.g. survey followed by focus group). You can target your samples and find 

out much more effectively about the experience of students who don’t typically engage with 

surveys. Also recommended triangulation (via use of different methods and different researchers 

with different perspectives) and exhorted us to uphold the same research standards we would do in 

academic work. 

Made the case for a subtle change in language – talk about student experiences and student voices 

in the plural. 

7.2 Alex Griffiths – Statica Research 
Builds systems to aggregate online feedback e.g. reviews and Twitter. A very hard problem but they 

have managed to use it to predict TEF and Annual Provider Review outcomes. Commercial tools 

promising to do this off the shelf do a very poor job. Top lesson – you must get the basics right 

(hygiene factors like availability of Wi-Fi and library desk spaces) or all your effort on everything else 

is wasted. 

7.3 Michelle Morgan – Bournemouth 
The sector is too focused on outcomes, rather than looking at where students have started from. We 

ask about the experience of those who complete, and then shape provision for the next cohort 

accordingly, ignoring those who left HE before participating in the surveys. Her perspective was 

academic but it could translate across. 

Pre-arrival academic activities should be meaningful: “read this list of books” is pointless as they 

simply won’t. Bournemouth give new students a reflective journey to complete online about their 

previous academic experiences and also ask about their feelings and their wellbeing – plus basic 

demographic information as it is an anonymous instrument. She advises keeping this quite separate 

from any marketing exercises. Construct from student, not staff, perspective, e.g. in order of 

questions and tone of voice. Avoid giving the option to “neither agree nor disagree”. Don’t use the 

same survey for different levels of study. Feed back to students during Freshers’ Week so they know 

there are others feeling the same way as them, then again a month or two later to show how it’s 

being acted upon. 

8 Careers 

8.1 Mike Grey – Gradconsult 
48% of finalists are still deciding what career they want. 69% of graduates work in the region they 

grew up in. 85% of graduates are satisfied with their career after 3.5 years. Sandwich placements are 

presented as a “panacea” but there is not enough demand among employers. Multiple micro-

placements across diverse sectors might be an answer. Try to avoid self-selection into work 

experience opportunities as this reinforces social capital inequalities. 
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At Liverpool and Leeds there are schemes where students are trained to do front-line careers advice 

and careers staff are thus freed up to work with academics on integrating careers stuff into the 

curriculum. 

8.2 Elaine Boyes – AGCAS 
74% of graduates are in professional-level jobs – only 4% in gig economy 

Other cities outside London are growing faster for graduate employment – notably Birmingham, 

Glasgow and Leeds – London only employs 22% of graduates. 

When starting university (in the UK), only 1/3 of White students, 40% of Black students and 25% of 

Asian/mixed ethnicity students have clear career ideas. State school students more likely than 

independent school students to have clear career ideas. 

8.3 Dasha Karzunina – Trendence UK 
Students do take ethical reputation of employers into account when choosing where to work, e.g. 

increasingly unwilling to work for Facebook (though they will work for an “unethical” employer for a 

mere £5.7k extra in salary on average!). Recommends that universities should support students in 

aligning future careers with their personal values. 


